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Entangled Histories: Philosophy, Religion, Astronomy, and 

Mathematics 

Although this is not a study on the Arab world in a narrow sense, it is a historical note on the en-

tanglement of research written in Arabic language and contextualized in a framework reaching far

beyond the confines of the Arab world and being part of global history. 

Bruno Latour’s Actor-Network-Theory has had a great impact into global history.1 I will take up this

strand  in  the  modern  discussion  on the  philosophy2 and  history  of  science.  Why? Taking into

account that the institutional aspects of sciences like laboratories3, etc.4, are now understood as an

essential part of scientific knowledge it may not be not too daring to start with a hypothesis that

observatories and a sound understanding of the importance of observatories are a good starting

point for our analysis of the history of astronomy in the Islamic world and beyond.5 I. e., we will

move from the Arabic language/Arab world to the Islamic world and then to a global level – and

back again.

Spaces

The movement from the Arab world, linguistically speaking and including many ethnically diverse

writers  using  Arabic  as  a  common  language  of  intellectual  discourse,  to  the  global  world,

technically  speaking  of  astronomic  discourses  and  artifacts,  be  it  buildings,  instruments  or

manuscripts,  and to a transcendent sphere that is affecting the Arabic language discourses (and

some Persian) on natural philosophy reminds us of the assemblages and the smooth and striated

space Deleuze and Guattari are talking about in their Thousand Plateaus and „the interaction of the

two kinds of space.“6 This leads us to „the idea that the smooth and the striated are two tendencies

toward  which  every  assemblage  tends,  and  that  any  given  assemblage  is  a  ratio  of  these

tendencies.“7 We will  follow this  double-faced process,  this  movement from the smooth to  the

1 Gerstenberger/Glasman, 2016.
2 For the relation of Islamic philosophy and astronomy and the reaction against the critique of the Ash’arite theolo-

gians see (referring to Ibn Sina) see Ragep, 2009 and Morrison, 2009.
3 Latour/Wolgar, 2007.
4 Rheinberger, 2010.
5 For a more general view on the relation of sciences and European expansion see the contributions in Petitjean et al.,

2011.
6 Adkins, 2015, p. 231.
7 Ibid. 



striated and back again during this study.

The Heritage of Architecture 

We know about the vast corpus of Greek8,  Syriac9,  Sanskrit10,  Pahlavi11 and other literatures on

astronomy  we  can-not  discuss  here,  but  these  literatures  may  be  the  first  indicator  for  the

transnational  –  before  the  emergence  of  nations  –  character  of  astronomical  (and  astrological)

knowledge. But we will have to turn to observatories! We may say, quoting Ahmad Dallal: 

„Already in the ninth century, then, Arabic astronomy integrated all available knowledge from ear-

lier traditions and was positioned to add to it. The achievements of the ninth century laid the foun-

dations for the high-quality work in the following centuries.“12

To follow the fine summary of Dallal:

„The earliest planned and programmed astronomical were produced during the last years of the

reign of al-Ma‘mun (r. 813-33), at the outset of the translation movement. Under al-Ma‘mun, a

program of  astronomical  observation was organized in  Baghdad (Shammasiyya)  and Damascus

(Mount Qasiyun). Like any organized research project, this one endowed astronomical activity in

the Islamic world with formal prestige. (…) The professed purpose of the program was to verify

and correct the Ptelomaic observations for the sun and the moon by comparing the results derived

by calculation based on Ptolemaic models,  with actual observations conducted in Baghdad and

Damascus some seven hundred years after  Ptolemy. (…) The initial  observations of the Sham-

masiyya observatory were evaluated and deemed unsatisfactory; it was only then that al-Ma‘mun

dierected a team of astronomers to conduct additional observations at Mount Qasiyun in order to

produce better results.“13

 

The most famous observatory was established in the thirteenth century in Maragha under the patro-

nage of  the Ilkhan Hulagu and directed by Nasir  al-Din al-Ṭūsī (d.1274),  one of  the excellent

scholars of his time (and a mathematician) “who produced the famous Ṭūsī Couple in the context of

8 For the reworking of Greek astronomical tradition in the Islamic world see, e. g., Sabra, 2010. For an interesting
example of an early introduction of regional influences see Kunitzsch, 1994.

9 Bhayro, 2017.
10 Morelon in Rashed 1996.
11 Panaino, 2009 and Morelon in Rashed 1996.
12  Dallal, 2010, p. 35.
13  Dallal, 2010, pp. 22-23. See for a general overview Rashed, 1996.



his attack on Ptolemaic astronomy.”14 

Maragha became the first-rate observatory attracting scholars from throughout the regions united by

the Mongol expansion. A recent history of Chinese science and technology describes the role of

Maragha in the larger Sino-Persian-Mongolian empire of knowledge:

“C.M.D’ Ohsson says in A History of Mongolia that some Chinese astronomers went with Hulagu to

Persia, and that a Chinese scholar worked at the Maragha Observatory. Since then, the topic has

often been mentioned by Western scholars. But up to now, his name and life have not been found.

The book records merely “Fao-moun-dji” the phonetic translation of his name. Since the life of the

Chinese astronomer is unknown, we can only guess the three Chinese characters of his name from

the sound. For example, Joseph Needham adopts these three characters “傅孟吉” as his name in

Chinese. The saying of C.M.D’ Ohsson came from a Farsi annals entitled The Garden of Doyens.

That book was completed in 1317, divided into 9 volumes, and Volume 8 is  A History of Chine,

which records such a story as in the following paragraph: In the Hulagu period, Chinese scholars

and astronomers came with him to this place (Iran). Among them, there was a teacher named Tu

Michi, from whom the scholar Nasr al-Din Talost learned the Chinese technique of astronomical

deduction in compiling the Ilkhanate Astronomical Table under the order of Hulagu. Furthermore,

when  the  Islamic  monarch  Ghazan  Mahmud Khan  ordered  to  write  A History  of  the  Praised

Ghazan,  Prime Minister  Rashid  al-Din  called  in  Chinese  scholars  Li  Dachi  and  Ni  Kesun for

assistance. Both were proficient in medicine, astronomy and history, and brought with them various

books on these subjects. In addition, they lectured on chronological record of China, and they said

the number of years and the stem-branch were undetermined. […] 

Anyhow, the compilation of the Ilkhanate Astronomical Table is the most significant merit that Nasr

al-Din Talost accomplished at the Maragha Observatory. Therefore, we get to know that Chinese

astronomers made important contributions to the Ilkhanate Astronomical Table (another name is the

Ilkhanate Siddhanta, and the original Persian name is Zij Il-Khani).”15

We notice the first  link between Persian astronomy and Chinese astronomy taking place in the

observatory  of  Maragha  turned  itself  as  an  important  agent  of  scientific  history  including  the

observatory, the instruments, and the huge library.

Starting from Maragha the  14th to  15th  century became an era  of  unprecendented progress  of

astronomical and mathematical knowledge - we are talking about a “long century” up to the 18th

century. One of the central regions being part of this process and progress was the Uzbek realm in

14  Saliba, 2007, p. 188. For one of his major works see Rageb, 1993.
15  Yongxiang, 2015, p.107-108. Evidently „Talost“ means „Ṭūsī“.



the  time of  Ulugh Beg.16 In  our  context  the  Ulugh Beg observatory  (finalized  in  1429)  is  the

pertinent case to demonstrate the historical embeddedness of this architectural landmark, in itself

worth being studied, in a global history of sciences. 

Architecture can be seen as an indicator for societal structures as can be illustrated by the buildings

at the Registan Square: the Ulugh Beg madrasa, a center for mathematical studies and other (reli-

gious) disciplicine, the khānaqāh, a center for Sufis.17

The observatory inspired other architectional activity in South Asia, esp., the Jantar Mantar in the

modern City of New Delhi. It was build from 1723 to 1724 under the ruler Jai Singh II. of Jaipur

and consists  of thirteen architectural astronomy instruments. From 1727 to 1734 other observa-

tories were build under the rule of Jai Singh II, all known under the name Jantar Mantar.  

"Passionately interested in mathematics and astronomy, Jai Singh adapted and added to the designs

of earlier sight-based observatories to create an architecture for astronomical measurement that is

unsurpassed. Jai Singh was influenced primarily by the Islamic school of astronomy, and had stu-

died the work of the great astronomers of this tradition. Early Greek and Persian observatories con-

tained elements that Jai Singh incorporated into his designs, but the instruments of the Jantar Man-

tar, as Jai Singh’s observatories have come to be known."18

 

We find here the link to the Samarqand tradition of architecture, the study of astronomy and mathe-

matics at the core of one of the finest examples of built astronomy, interestingly supported by the

non-Muslim  ruler  (Rajput)  under  a  Muslim  emperor.  This  may  called  the  smooth  space  of

Samarqand and Maragha inspired architecture, striated again in local forms.

Byzantium as part of Southwest Asia

Other  zones of contact has to be taken account  of:  The Byzantine-Islamic  and the Byzantine-

Western European. This often neglected zones can best be introduced in our discussion by a lengthy

quotation:

„The movement of continuously reforming Greek astronomy became so important that it apparently

attracted the attention of astronomers from outside the Islamic domain. We know, for example, that

Byzantine astronomers, like Gregory Chioniades (fourteenth century) and others, would travel to

the Islamic lands in order to learn of the latest developments in Islamic astronomy and to report

16  For his rule see Barthold, 1958; for him as an astronomer see Van Dalen, 2007.
17  Mekking/Roose, 2009, pp. 98-111.
18 Perlus, s. d., p. 1, Vellu, s. d.; the links between South Asia and China cannot be analyzed here.



their findings back to their compatriots in their own Greek language. In fact, one can also document

the dependence of the late Byzantine astronomy on Islamic astronomy by simply browsing through

the technical terminology that was used by Byzantine astronomers at the time. This terminology

demonstrates very clearly that it bore a much closer resemblance to the Arabic sources, from which

it was derived, than to the classical Greek texts such as those of Ptolemy.

With the fall  of Constantinople in  1453 to the Ottoman Turks,  and the ultimate demise of the

Byzantine empire, a good number of Byzantine scholars escaped westward, at times together with

their  books.  But by then the Byzantine civilization had been in  direct  contact with the Islamic

civilization for centuries already. And as a result those books inevitably bore the marks of having

been influenced by the intellectual production of the Islamic civilization, and thus contained some

of the developments that had already taken place in that civilization.“19

Leaving aside the problematic of the idea of one civilization, we can tell another story of entangled

histories  between Byzantium,  the  Eastern  Islamic  world,  and Western  Europe.  Another  smooth

space emerges, the space of translation of Arabic and Persian texts and discussions into Greek, a

common  linguistic  space  producing  a  striated  space  of  specific  Greek  manuscripts.  These

manuscripts  were brought  to Europe creating another  smooth space,  that  of  European space of

astronomical research later on turned to influence astronomical research from European to Chinese

spaces and thus turning striated again. This hold true even after the demise of the Byzantine empire

when the Ottomans stepped into these networks.

Therefore we may add to our  stories  the  observatory  of  Taqī al-dīn (d.  1585),  an  Egyptian in

Ottoman Istanbul, also following the lines of the Central Asian tradition and due to his competition

with Tycho Brahe (d.  1601),  the European astronomer we may duly assume another contact of

ideas, even following the same architectural lines in his observatory Uraniborg at the island of Hven

(nowadays Denmark).

Chinese-Persian spaces

Turning eastward we may add to our overview Guo Shoujing (d.1316), engineer, astronomer, ma-

thematician.20 For our discussion it is noteworthy that Guo, who built the Gaocheng observatory,

was influenced by a  Persian astronomer and geographer,  Jamāl  al-Dīn Muḥammad b.  Ṭāhir  al-

Bukhārī (d.  around 1301),  sent  from the  Maragha observatory in  1267 to  confer  with  Chinese

astronomers21 and first director of the Islamic Astronomical Bureau founded under Khubilai Khan in

19 Saliba, 2007, pp. 194-195.
20 Ma, s. d., gives some insights into the Arab-Chinese connections in the field of astronomy.
21 Needham, 1955.



1271. Jamāl al-Dīn was associated with an astronomical handbook, a zīj, translated into Chinese. He

is part of the growing group of Persians living in the Chinese part of the Mongol empire; 22 another

link to our former remarks. To summarize we may again quote Yongxiang:

„Since the Hui’s Bureau of Astronomy in Xanadu has a kinship with the Maragha Observatory of

the Ilkhanate Dynasty, and it is led by the Islamic astronomer Jamal al-Din, and specialized in

Islamic astronomy, undoubtedly it occupies avital position in the history of Islamic astronomy—it

can be considered as a midway station between the Observatory and the Samarkand Observatory of

the subsequent Timurid Dynasty.“23

But:  Are there other  forms of evidence that  may support  our thesis? The Islamic Astronomical

Bureau may give us some hints on further sources of the entangled histories of astronomy.

„What we know today about this significant observatory, however, is very limited. Of the limited

information, a booklist in the Annals of the Director of the Palace Library, Volume 7 is especially

worth noting—all the books were collected in the Hui’s Bureau of Astronomy. In the list, there are

13 works on astronomy, including:

(1) The Elements (of Geometry) by Euclid, 15 parts (parts);

(2) Problem Solving Algorithmic Sections by Hanlisuku, 3 parts;

(3) Various Algorithmic Sections and Ceremonies by Savina Khan Daxiya, 17parts;

(4) Technology of Making Astronomical Instruments by Myzhesi, 15 parts;

(5) Determining Disasters and Blessings by Akan;

(6) Rules of Divining by Lan Muli;

(7) Proper Sense of Disasters and Blessings by Mata Heli;

(8) Number of Spans for Exhausting Calendars by Hayati, 7 parts;

(9) Various Algorithmic Methods by Hexi Biya, 8 parts;

(10) Accumulated Scales of Calendars, 48 parts;

(11) A Compilation of Stars by Suwali Kewaqibi, 4 parts;

(12) Making Armillary Sphere and Incense Hourglass by Sanadi Alatui, 8 parts;

(13) A Compilation of Important Rules by Safeina, 12 parts.

Here “part” is equivalent to “volume” in old Chinese books. The numbers of parts for item 5, 6, and

7 are missing. But the note “This bureau finds 195 volumes of applicable books” gives us a hint.

Detract the aggregated volumes of other 10 items from the total of 195, and we get the number of

volumes for these three items – 58. What language are these books written in? We have not seen

22 For an overview see van Dalen, 2002.
23 Luoxing, 2015, p. 108.



any record about it. Though we cannot exclude the possibility that they are in Chinese, but most

probably they are in Persian or Arabic.“24

This may be a first indicator of the importantance of library as agents in the history on sciences, in

our case: astronomy. We have mentioned the difficulties of identifying the astronomers; some of the

names in the list  of books of the Islamic Astronomical Bureau remind us of Persian or Arabic

names. So me add to our overview of agents the astronomers and the information we may glean

from their biographies.

Biographical Evidence

By definition a combination of striated spaces embedded in larger smooth spaces of transnational

astronomical research is to be found in biographies. Reading biographies of astronomers like Jamāl

al-Dīn  tells  us  how  the  connecting  lines  of  global  astronomic  research  worked. The  leading

scientists at the observatory and the Ulug Beg-Madrasa were:

"Although Ulugh Beg was the director of the Samarqand Observatory, Kāshī was in charge of ob-

servations until his death in 1429, after which he was succeeded by Qāḍīzāde, who died after 1440.

The observational program was completed by Qūshjī,  who had studied in Kirmān (southeastern

Iran) before returning to Samarqand."25 

The results of the observations made under Ulug Beg include the measurement of the obliquity of

the ecliptic in a very precise with results close to the actual value and that of the latitude of Samar-

qand (close to the actual value, too).

It was a turning point for the history of sciences in Central Asia that Ulug Beg was killed in 1449

CE. The other astronomers mentioned face another fate. Jamshīd al-Kāshī (d. 1429 CE), astronomer

and mathematician, taught at the Ulug Beg madrasa and as a teacher and prolific writer contributed

to many fields of the sciences.26 Qāḍīzāde

"was most famous for his commentaries on Mahmud al-Jaghmini's astronomical compendium en-

titled  al‐Mulakhkhaṣ fī  ʿilm al‐hayʾa al‐basīṭa (1412)27 and Shams al-Dīn al-Samarqandī's  geo-

metrical tract  Ashkāl al‐taʾsīs (completed: 1412); the large number of extant manuscripts of both

24 Yongxiang, 2015, p. 108-109.
25 Van Dalen, 2007.
26 Just one example of his writings is discussed in Kennedy, 1995/96.
27 See for more details Ragep, 2016.



commentaries indicates their enduring popularity as teaching texts. Therefore, it is not surprising

that  one  also  finds  supercommentaries  on  Qāḍīzāde's  commentaries  written  by  many  scholar–

teachers including Sinān Pāshā (died: 1486) [...]. All of these individuals continued the  tradition

established at  Samarqand, thereby disseminating the mathematical sciences throughout Ottoman

and Persian lands. Also noteworthy is that the marriage of Qāḍīzāde's son to Qūshjī's daughter

would  eventually  sire  the  famous  Ottoman  astronomer-mathematician  Miram  Celebi  (died:

1525)."28  

ʿAlī Qūshjī was born in Samarqand and after the death of Ulug Beg travelled via Herat, Tashkent,

and finally Tabriz before he settled in the Ottoman Empire before 1472 CE. There he wrote many

books on astronomy, mathematics,  kalām,  fiqh, mechanics, and language. He made an important

step from the Aristotelian physics towards an independent astronomical physics. Remarkable is the

coincidence between his findings and in Copernicus'  De revolutionibus  on earth's motion. Qūshjī

demonstrates another link between Samarqand or the Uzbek region and in this case the Ottoman

Empire reaching out to Europe. Thus he is part of the creation of a smooth space of astronomical

research in Europe, Southwest Asia, and Central Asia reaching out to East Asia. We already the

books at the Islamic Astronomical Bureau in China and the zīj produced in Maragha. Thus we have

to turn to manuscrips as agents in the history of science again.

Manuscript Evidence

These  links  to  Europe  can  be  better  understood  looking  into  the  manuscript  evidence,  a  very

specific striated space producing a larger smooth space of astronomy – and being created as part of

this smooth space. To close our previous considerations: As it is well known the astronomical tables

and the handbook known as Zīj-e Ulugh Beg, Zīj-e Gurgānī or Zīj-e jadīd-e sulṭānī are among the

best astronomical handbooks of the Ptolemaic tradition.29

"The Zīj is in many respects a standard Ptolemaic work without any adjustments to the planetary

models. It consists of four chapters dealing with chronology, trigonometry and spherical astronomy,

planetary positions, and astrology, respectively. The instructions for the use of the tables, which

were edited and translated into French by L. Sédillot in the middle of the 19th century, are clear but

very brief and do not even include examples of the various calculations."30 

28 Ragep, 2007.
29 For a survey of this literature see Kennedy, 1956 and King/Samsó, 2001.
30 Van Dalen, 2007.



There  are  additional  manuscript  links  between  Byzantine  and  Western  Europe  than  the  one

mentioned before we have to take into account:

„Arabic  and  Persian  scientific  texts  were  apparently  already  digested  in  the  Byzantine  Greek

sources for a period of at least about two centuries or so, before those Byzantine texts were brought

into Europe. This time, their contents were not apparently translated into Latin. Rather, because of

the emphasis of the Renaissance intellectual environment on the Greek language, they were read in

the original Greek. The best of their contents, which were originally Arabic and Persian could now

directly assimilated into the Latin texts, without having to translate the whole text into Latin.“31

Thus we may be justified to say we do have a Greek language space intersecting the Arab-Persian

linguistic space, both – linguistically speaking – striated spaces turning – astronomically speaking –

into a smooth space of global research.

Manuscript evidence indicates another connectivity leading into Europe - leaving aside the evidence

of astronomic instruments - produced  by individuals like Guillaume Postel32, polymath, professor

for Semitic languages, translator for French diplomatic missions in the Ottoman Empire, buying

orien-tal language manuscripts on sciences. The manuscripts bought by him document the intense

interest in astronomic sciences in Europe. He is remarkable for the „many facets of Postel's ideas

which become, as it were, a crossroad for countless developments in Renaissance and Reformation

Europe, and in Asia.“33

The importance of this manuscript link can be demonstrated by the surprising fact that analytical

diagrams found in Arabic manuscripts can be found in writing of the European astronomer Coper-

nicus (d.1543). Evidently he was peeking over the linguistic barrier of the Persian-Arabic scientific

community, picking up what ever he needed for his technical work. He, not knowing Arabic, mana-

ged to acquire mathematical diagrams from the original Arabic works and developed his own Latin

terminology. This may explain mistakes and the sometimes slavish mimicking of the original. But,

this tells us that there have been oriental-occidental linkages I have mentioned before.

Other links between Renaissance European astronomy and Arabic scolarship can be found in the

specialized field of cometary theory.34

In a global history perspective the histories of observatories I have been talking about, teaches us

the most important lesson. For global history these relations between the flourishing of sciences and

the living culture of sciences in the Islamic realm and especially in Central Asia are an opportunity

31 Saliba, 2007, p. 195.
32 For him see Kuntz, 1981.
33 Kuntz, 1981, p. XI.
34 See Saliba 2018; esp., the remarks on sloppy modern scholarship ibid, p. 126.



to a) deconstruct the longstanding eurocentric view of a decline of sciences in these areas and an

inevitable ascending European West, and b) to reconstruct the networks of exchange of sciences and

scholars  inspiring  new  thoughts,  in  our  case  on  astronomy  reaching  from  China  to  Europe.

Observatories and its histories – as we have seen – provide us with excellent examples for a better

understanding of the ways knowledge has been travelling. As Ben-Zaken says focussing on the

Eastern Mediterranean:

„the two cultures embraced each other in the Eastern Mediterranean, where practitioners searched

for evidence in the long- lost past of ancient Greek, Arabic, Egyptian, Jewish, and Chaldean centers

of knowledge and, in passing, circulated and encountered objectsthat carried the news of the new

heliocentric-related cosmologies.“35

Methodologically speaking, I have been talking about entangled histories from China via the silk

roads, maritime and terrestrial, passing through Samarqand. And, I have been talking about hybrid

history leading to Europe via Byzantium and later the Ottoman Empire. The last line of transmis-

sion of astronomical knowledge may be reclassified when we know more about the European-

Eastern connectivity as entangled history, too.

We have to mention the link via Jewish scholars in al-Andalus to Renaissance Italy well known by 

now as another aspect of the histories we are talking about.36 Talking about the smooth space of 

astronomical research leads us – in Islamic contexts – to the intersection of Astronomy and another 

smooth space: Islamic theology. This intersection produces another striated space, i. e., Islamic 

astronomy.

Astronomy and Theology

Theology, Islamic theology (kalām) not only philosophy, is to be contextualized in the histories we 

have discussed in this study. But, is there the development of theology, esp., in Central Asia and the 

Persophonic world imaginable without the observations in observatories, the theoretical knowledge 

produced there, derived from these observations? For an answer we have to look into just a few case

studies:

One of the most influential works in Sunni theology is by ‘Aḍud al-Dīn al-‘Ījī (d. 1355) is entitled 

Stations of Knowledge on Speculative Theology.37 

In this work, al-‘Ījī wrote extensively on astronomy; however, he wrote no independent work on 

35 Ben-Zaken, 2010, p. 163. We leave the role of the pirates the author mentions out of the picture for this moment.
36 Ibn Naḥmias, 2016.

37  I follow here with modifications the ideas in Dallal, 2010, pp.131ff. Particularly enlightening is Morrison, 2013.



these themes, for his real interest was theology.38 Astronomy was discussed only in relation to 

theology. This is not surprising when we bear in mind that specialists such as al-‘Urḍī wrote that 

astronomy, because it was closest to theology,  was such an outstanding branch of the mathematical 

disciplines.39 

Al-‘Ījī’s real aim was to refute philosophy’s claim to absoluteness. Only so can be explained why 

al-‘Ījī repeatedly points out that there are possible alternative explanations for natural phenomena 

which differ from those of the philosophers. This approach is found also in al-‘Ījī’s rendering of 

different  theories of astronomy, in which he frequently refers to alternative explanations, without, 

indeed,  developing an alternative model.40 However, he does not argue in favor of any of the 

possibilities. In summary, his assessment is that none of the treated theories are the subject-matter 

of  theology. Al-‘Ījī does not place theology as a hegemonic form of knowledge, rather he creates a 

free space in which the autonomy of the individual disciplines is maintained. Obviously, the final 

agency rests with God. 

This autonomy is formulated with more clarity by one of his contemporaries.  Ṣadr al-Sharīʿa al-

Bukhārī  (d. 1346/47)41, known as the Younger or the Second, was better known for his juridical

writings, but here the focus is on another work: the three-volume Structure of the Sciences.42 

The first volume, on logic, relays the then-prevailing view in this discipline: since the perfecting of 

the soul is attained by the acquisition of theoretical knowledge, it runs the risk of falling into error, 

and it requires a criterion against which this knowledge can be judged. This, precisely, is logic. But 

since logic occupies itself with formal aspects, it cannot pronounce itself on worldly fundamental 

assumptions. The volume that follows is devoted to theology.  

The object of  theology is the Essence of God, including His Existence and Oneness, His Attributes 

and the conditionality of the existence/being of created matter. The discourse on essence and 

existence, on substance and accident, and, in addition, on matters of astronomy – is germane only in

respect of God – as in al-‘Ījī.43   

In the ensuing discussion of Existence, Being, and other matters,  Ṣadr al-Sharīʿa  argues that such

matters  have  significance  only  when  these  are  structured  in  relationship  to  that  which  has  an

external material existence. The aim of this and other discussions is to provide evidence that the

assumption  of  a  conceptual  existence  is  to  be  rejected,  and  that  all  these  entities  have  to  be

38  al-Ījī, 1906. For this work and others by the author see van Ess, 1966.

39  Tekeli, s. d.,” p. 4. For the biography of al-‘Urdi (d. 1266) see Schmidl, 2007.

40  Morrison, 2013, p. 204.
41 We have to think of another Bukharan, an astronomer travelling to China (see above).

42  I follow here with modifications the consideration in Dallal, 2010, pp.135sqq.

43  See for example Ṣadr al-Sharīʿa, al-Qism al-thānī min taʿdīl al-ʿulūm maʿa sharḥihī, Maktabat al-Malik ʿAbdallāh 
b. ʿAbdalʿazīz Ms. 445.



connected to an external material  existence that  in  turn must spring from God.  Ṣadr al-Sharīʿa

skillfully debated using rational argumentation, but introduced also  ḥikmah, practical wisdom, to

distance himself from philosophy.  He stated, however, that rational argument is not able to provide

proof of the truth of God. Here, too, there is a conflict in the Islamic intellectual discussion between

theologians and philosophers, wherein the former aim to undermine the comprehensive claim of the

latter. 

Motivated by this rejection of a comprehensive claim,  Ṣadr al-Sharīʿa  argues in a more detailed

manner than does al-‘Ījī for a constraint on the scope of the claims of theology and likewise creates

through  this  an  opening  for  other  forms  of  knowledge.  One  of  these  forms  of  knowledge  is

astronomy, which he deals with in the third volume.44 He leaves out completely the metaphysical

implications  of  astronomy.  His  objective  is  mathematically-grounded understanding of  celestial

phenomena, the knowledge of which was further improved through the observatory established in

1259 AD by the Maragha School (see above), of whose tradition Ṣadr al-Sharīʿa was a follower. His

theological reflections enabled him to follow the purely scientific tradition of an astronomy-oriented

approach,  and  leave  out  the  metaphysical  aspect  of  earlier  astronomy.  This  also  led  to  the

relinguishing of diverse principles of Aristotelian natural philosophy. All this led him, for example,

towards the acceptance of the existence of universes other than those known to us. It even allowed

for insights based on astronomy to influence his theological argumentation. In addition, juridical

reasoning allows the discernment of similarities—a point, however, not yet completely clarified.      

Ultimately,  it  is  a  matter  of  correlation  between  the  discipline  of  theology  (kalām)  and  other

religious  disciplines  and  a  natural  science  that  progresses  according  to  its  own  rules.  Both

dimensions of knowledge move within a frame of reference circumscribed by Quranic  revelation. 

Let us turn to a third example! Niẓām al-Dīn al-Naisābūrī (d. 1330 AD) is one of the most notable

figures in Central Asian-Iranian history of ideas, and one who was also well-known in South Asia.

Known for his commentary on the Quran, he also produced many works in the areas of theology,

the  Arabic  language,  philosophy,  mathematics,  geometry  (theoretical,  not  applied),  and,  in

particular,  astronomy.  He  thus  built  the  oft-required  bridge  across  the  separation  between  the

Islamic disciplines and the so-called  “foreign”  sciences. His commentaries on the Quran contain

natural scientific-philosophical information and discussions. Central to his study of natural science

disciplines was an interest in a better understanding of Creation. This took place on the basis of

already  well-developed  natural  science  disciplines  such  as  astronomy.  In  this  respect,  the

configuration of the various disciplines in his time differed from those of earlier centuries.  His

example clearly shows that it  was possible to unify religious and scientific disciplines;  the two

were, for him, not separate.  Natural scientific insight was part of his religious scholarship and vice

44  See also Dallal, 1995.



versa.  I  cannot  go  into  detail  here,  but  a  comparison  between  al-Naisābūrī’s  natural-philo-

sophical/scientific  works  and  his  religious  works  displays  striking  analogies  in  the  line  of

argumentation used.45   

In particular,  he is against a rejection of the value of understanding natural science for Quranic

exegesis, which  inter alia was represented by leading Sunni commentators on the Quran such as

Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī (d. 1209). Unlike the authors referred to before, al-Naisābūrī seeks to support

his argument not through speculative theology, but by reference to the Quran and Islamic law. On

the one hand, a motivation can be detected of the study of nature through religious considerations,

on the other, we can extrapolate from his natural philosophical/scientific work that his discipline-

specific considerations frequently disengage themselves from a narrow religious viewpoint, which,

nevertheless, continues to be the framework. We may say this part of the history of astronomy is at

the same time part of the contradictory histories of what is Islam.46

This can be stressed if we add some insights from another field of research related to our present

one: philosophy. Vagelpohl writes in his study of the translations of Aristoteles‘ Rhetoric:

„The second aspect of what I have termed the ‚philological outlook‘ is its tendency to project a

particular division of the ‚intellectual universe‘  on the medieval Islamic societies that initiated and

nurtured the translation movement. Perhaps inevitably, the concept of a divide between science,

philosophy and religion that is often taken as a point of departure for the study of the Greek-Arabic

translations  is  our  own,  that  of  the  contemporary  observer.  The writings  of  the  eighth-century

Islamic philosopher and polymath Abū Yūsuf Yaʿqūb ibn Isḥāq al-Kindī (d. ca. 870) illustrate very

well why such modern distinctions between different intellectual spheres stand in the way of a full

appreciation  of  medieval  Islamic  scholars  and  their  thought:  on  the  basis  of  an  al-Kindī

commentaryon  a  mathematical  treatise  about  The  Measurement  of  the  Circle  by  the  great

mathematician and engineer Archimedes (d. ca. 212 BCE), Roshdi Rashed demonstrates al-Kindī’s

reliance on mathematical proofs as both a ‚paradigm to be respected and an ideal to be attained‘.

For al-Kindī, the study of mathematics was a necessary prerequisite forthe study of philosophy and

science. Philosophical argumentation provided him the means to reach an understanding of and

defend  religious  doctrines.  Unlike  later  philosophers,  who  stressed  the  role  of  logic  as  the

paramount instrument for gaining knowledge, al-Kindī held that mathematical proofs supplied the

uniting  methodological  framework for  all  intellectual  activity,  be  it  “science”,  “philosophy” or

“theology”. The example of al-Kindī casts considerable doubt on the validity of familiar distinctions

between “science”, “philosophy” and “religion” in the context of the early translation movement.

45  Morrison, 2007, p. 146.
46 For this concept see Ahmed, 2015.



Likewise, the relation between science“47

The conceptualization of Shahab Ahmed (see above) casts not only „considerable doubt“ on these

distinctions but makes it possible to think about in a way that is able to accept even contradictory

statements  as  integral  part  of  Islam.  This  allows  us  to  leave  the  overwhelming  influence  of

identitary thinking of Islam.

Conclusion

The first hypothesis arising from our reflections is that the scientific and religious disciplines that 

developed in the context of Islam had an impact on each other and that both developed together, an 

insight from this history that is not unimportant for continuing the research on the history of science

in the Islamic world and beyond and fit well into Vagelpohl‘s argumentation. The second hypothesis

is that the only way to contextualize these Islamic discussions in a  fruitful way is to follow the 

entangled, hybrid histories far beyond the confines of the Islamic world, moving from an Arab 

perspective48 to a global one.

47 Vagelpohl, 2008, pp. 
48 A very interesting case of linguistic variety in the history of astronomy is the work of Qutb al-Din al-Shirazi (d. 

1311) (Niazi, 2014). Although he was able to write in Arabic there are other works authored by him in Persian.
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